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**Abstract**  
This package produce very nice punktacion mark for books.

## 1 Introduction

In the 20\textsuperscript{th} century in former Yugoslavia many publisher produce a realy nice and beautifull books. I have many of this books. In this books a see samething like that: \textit{Moja majka je!... Pa kako to?} So, I produce a package called **eqell** which mean \texttt{exclaim}, \texttt{quation}, \texttt{ellipsis}, which contain a few macro, who produce fine mark like !... This package is activate by typing \texttt{\usepackage{eqell}} in preamble and request package \texttt{xspace}. Package provide that a space beatwen each dot is same.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \texttt{\ecq} produce !...  
  \item \texttt{\que} produce ?...  
  \item \texttt{\eqq} produce !??...  
  \item \texttt{\qee} produce ?!!...
  \item \texttt{\ele} produce ...!
\end{itemize}

## 2 The (famous) example

You may typing samething like that:

\texttt{What is this\que This is my very first package\ecq But is not only one.} which produce:

\begin{itemize}
  \item What is this?... This is my very first package!... But is not only one.
  \item So, that’s all folks [...] have a nice \texttt{Tex}ing!...
  \item Ako treba mi hoćemo {...} ali kako?
\end{itemize}